
2nd June 2021

BOLD CAPITALS = Physically & Biologically Compatible    Red on Blue = PHYSICALLY INCOMPATIBLE
Normal = Physically Compatible    RED CAPITAL ON BLUE = CROP INJURY

(Arma) Codacide (Tempest #)

Buctril DANEVA + TEMPEST # MAYA + TEMPEST # &
Buctril + Codacide (Diva + Tempest #) Oceal*
Callisto † (Dow Shield + Tempest #) Oceal* + Codacide
CALLISTO + CODACIDE Evolya (Oceal* + Tempest #)
(Callisto + Diva †) (Evolya + Tempest#) (Stomp Aqua + Tempest #)
Callisto + Maya &† (Evolya + Torres + Tempest#  ) (Stomp Aqua)
Callisto + Oceal*† (Evolya + Wing-P + Tempest#) (Torres + Tempest #)
DANEVA + DIVA + TEMPEST # Maya & (Wing-P + Tempest # )

Trace Elements
Biotrac (Jettzin + Tempest #) (Proleaf Mancar + Tempest #)
Bortrac Magflo 300 (Proleaf Manganese 15% + Tempest #)
Brassitrel Pro Magphos K (Proleaf Manganese Extra + Tempest #)
Coptrel Maize Boost Safe N300 
Croplift (Maize Micro-Nutrient Complex + Tempest #) Seniphos

(FBT88 + Tempest #) Mancozin Solatrel 
Ferleaf Mancuflo (Tauron + Tempest #)
Foliar Potash Mantrac DF Universal Bio 
Gramitrel 2l/ha (Program + Tempest#) (Zinc FL + Tempest #)
(Gro-Plan P + Tempest #) (Pro-leaf M Boost + Tempest #) Zintrac 700 

(Italics in brackets) = Sprayable with Continuous Agitation
(BOLD ITALIC IN BRACKETS) = Biologically compatible - maintain constant agitation

ACCENT TANK-MIX COMPATIBILITY IN FORAGE MAIZE

PLEASE ENSURE YOU READ THE NOTES SECTION BELOW

Herbicides  

This version supersedes all previous editions

Adjuvants

This summary sheet provides information on tank-mixes conducted with this product. Corteva Agriscience™ gives no warranty or accepts no liability in respect to compatibilities that are beyond the label. This additional information is for guidance purposes only and 
use is at grower’s risk. 

Important Note: Do not use any tank-mix if the mixture cannot be applied within the recommendations for individual products or if specific tank-mix restrictions apply.

Larger, more complicated mixes; unlisted mixes or replacing alternative products to those listed in this table are not endorsed. However, for further information or to register a tank-mix request please contact your local Corteva representative or call the Technical 
Hotline on 0800 689 8899

Physical compatibility data is based on the results of an industry recognised standard test. Be aware that in the field, water hardness, PH, temperature etc. can vary. Biological compatibility data are based on a small number of field trials, Corteva Agriscience™ 
cannot warrant the efficacy of other tank-mix partners. Where only Physical Compatibility or Spray able with Continuous Agitation is shown, Corteva Agriscience™ has no biological data regarding efficacy or crop safety and only has data on physical compatibility, so 
growers use these mixes at their own risk.  

Notes:
* Please consult manufacturers label for approved rate of Oceal in tank-mixes.
# Tempest should be added first into spray tank mixture
& Avoid using this mix if the crop is under stress
† An adjuvant is not required when using Callisto

KEY CHANGES
14th May 2020 - Status change for Callisto + Codacide - Anecdotal reports have been received that the addition of an adjuvant with mesotrione-containing products may lead to increased crop safety issues.
19th October 2020 - Addition of multiple mixes tested with Tempest
22nd October - Addition of Seniphos; 2nd June 2021 - removal of support of adjuvant with Callisto mixes as Syngenta advise that it is not required.

TANK-MIX INFORMATION SHEET

USE PLANT PROTECTION PRODUCTS SAFELY.  ALWAYS READ THE LABEL AND PRODUCT INFORMATION BEFORE USE.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION INCLUDING WARNING PHRASES AND SYMBOLS PLEASE REFER TO THE PRODUCT LABEL

Corteva Agriscience™, CPC2 Capital Park, Fulbourn, Cambridge, Cambridgeshire, CB21 5XE.Tel: +44 (0) 1462 457272.
All other brand names are trademarks of other manufacturers for which proprietary rights may exist.  

Accent contains nicosulfuron
Technical Hotline: 0800 689 8899 | ukhotline@corteva.com | www.corteva.co.uk
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